A very simple analyse of the combined data of ATLAS and CMS, published in PL B 716 (2012) on discovery of a new boson which decays into two photons Is presented. The obtained total statistical significance of the signal is 7.5±1 standard deviations with the mass located at
I think that one day somebody will combine the CMS and ATLAS data on the discovery of a new boson B(Higgs?)  γγ. But I am more than 80 years old and have no time to wait. So I decided to do it now using already published ATLAS and CMS articles in PL B 716 (2012) . Because in the articles there are no tables with raw data neither of CMS, nor of ATLAS, together with Nikolai Tkachenko we have digitized figures from the ATLAS ( fig.4 ) and from the CMS ( fig.3) . Obtained in this way data were fitted (using MINUIT) by the following expression:
where Y corresponds to the S/(S+Bkg) weighted events from Fig 
